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Using the “Teach-Back” Method

 In this interactive technique, the clinician 
prioritizes amongst the information and 
explicitly asks the patient to “teach-back” 
what he/she has recalled and understood re 
high-priority domains. 

 Clinicians also use strategy to assess 
patient’s perceptions of the information or 
advice

 The technique can be used toward the end 
of a visit or during the course of the visit, 
so as to tailor communication earlier. 

How to Use “Teach Back”?
Example 1 (medication change): 

 Doctor (to patient):  “ I want to make sure 
I did a good job explaining your heart 
medications, because this can sometimes 
be confusing.  Can you tell me what 
changes we decided to make and how you 
NOW will take the medications? “

 Note especially how the physician places 
the onus of any possible miscommunication 
on him/herself. 

 In other words, the “teach-back” task is 
conveyed not as a test of the patient, but 
of how well the physician explained the 
concept.
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How Not To… Example #2: 
Taking the Easy Way Out

 Doctor (to patient):  “Do you understand 
what we just talked about? “  or “Do you 
understand the plan regarding your blood 
pressure medications?” “Does that makes 
sense?”

 These routine queries, which do not require 
explicit articulation of recall, 
comprehension, or perceptions on the part 
of the patient,  will universally be met with 
an uninformative (and possible falsely re-
assuring) “Yes, doctor”. 

10 Key Elements for Using 
Teach-back Effectively

 Use a caring tone of voice and attitude.
 Display comfortable body language and make eye 

contact.
 Use plain language.
 Ask the patient to explain back, using their own words.
 Use non-shaming, open-ended questions.
 Avoid questions that can be answered with a simple yes 

or no. 
 Emphasize that the responsibility to explain clearly is on 

you, the provider.
 If the patient is not able to teach-back correctly, explain 

again and re-check.
 Use reader-friendly print materials to support learning.
 Document use of, and the patient response to, teach-back
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Exercise #1

 Split off into groups of 3

 #1= Patient
 #2= Clinician
 #3= Neutral (Silent) Observer

 Scenario:

Excellent Training 
and Videos

 http://www.teachbacktraining.org/
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Communication with the 
“Challenging Patient”

 Stop trying to row against the stream

 Harnessing your humanity can yield surprising 
fruit

 The sincere adoption of a few simple attitudes and 
techniques as summarized by the “CAPTURES” 
mnemonic allows clinicians to routinely focus on 
the humanistic aspects of patient care

 Turning on one’s humanity is a key to relieving the 
burden of “challenging patients”, and can 
transform one’s relationships

Schattner Arch Int Med 2009

 C = Curiosity/interest
Adopt a warm, sincere, friendly Curiosity or interest about your 
patient’s personal aspects

 A = Appreciate/Admire
Find something to warmly Appreciate or Admire in your patient

 P = Point of view
Always try to see things from the Patient’s Perspective/Point of 
View

 TU = Touch and Use
Touch the patient and Use other body language (proximity, 
attention, smile) to show caring

 RE = React
React to what the patient says or does and how. Take notice!

 S = Support and Stress
Support the patient by Stressing any positive aspects, providing 
reassurance and hope as much as possible
 * Continue this approach in future encounters
 * When there is more to be accomplished than time allows, 

organizing a further appointment will relieve stress and 
facilitate the relationship.
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Exercise #2

 Split off into groups of 3

 #1= Patient
 #2= Clinician
 #3= Neutral (Silent) Observer

 Scenario:

Deep Breaths…
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Top 10 CommunicationTips 
for Motivating Patients

to Quit Smoking 

Goals….

 The importance of discussing tobacco 
cessation with patients

 How to discuss cessation with patients

 Ready-to-use tips to increase motivation 
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Top 10 Communication Tips*
1.   Bring up the topic
2.   Instill hope
3.   Ask about quitting interest
4.   Use active listening
5.   Address ambivalence
6.   Evoke “change talk”
7.   Discuss quitting experiences
8.   Boost self-efficacy
9.   Make a plan
10. Refer to smoker’s helpline

*These do not need to be used in order

#1 Bring Up the Topic

 Raise the issue:
Each time you meet

Ask in a caring and supportive way
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#2 Instill Hope

 Be optimistic about change:
What people look for in a helper

#3 Ask About Quitting Interest

 Figure out how important quitting is for 
your patient:

Open ended questions

Scaling questions
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#4 Use Active Listening

 Encourage discussion:

Convey understanding 
Avoid lecturing

Increase receptivity to change

#5 Address Ambivalence

 Recognize that people are often conflicted 
about quitting:
Learn what's “good” about smoking

Use the pros & cons exercise
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#6 Evoke “Change Talk”

 Draw out personally meaningful 
reasons to quit:
Help smokers make their own 

argument for change
Evocative questions

Help smokers find reasons to quit 
that will hold up when cravings hit

#7 Discuss Quitting 
Experiences

 Most people have tried to 
quit before:
Ask what worked and what 

didn’t

Assess patients’ perception 
of their ability to quit
Self-efficacy (confidence)
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#8 Boost Self-efficacy

 Find ways to strengthen resolve:
Normalize multiple quit attempts

Reframe “failures” as successes

Set proximal goals

#9  Make a Plan

 Suggest proven                               
strategies:
Cognitive

Behavioral

Pharmacological
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#10  Refer as Needed

 Ask, Advise, & Refer:
Local in-person programs

Quitlines
In CA – 1-800-NO BUTTS

In US – 1-800-Quit NOW

Bonus Tip: Persevere

 It often takes multiple                        
attempts for smokers                                   
to quit for good
Convey to smokers                                           

to never give up

 It may take multiple                         
attempts to help                               
smokers quit for good
Convey the same message to yourself
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Exercise #3

 Split off into groups of 3

 #1= Patient
 #2= Clinician
 #3= Neutral (Silent) Observer

 Scenario:


